
Blessing Birdnest to Prepare Food “Fit for an
Emperor” in the US.
Blessing Birdsnest has simplified the cooking preparation process with the creation of delicious bird
nest drinks made and packaged in USA.

CORONA, CALIFORNIA, USA, September 18, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- --- Following in the
tradition of esteemed Traditional Chinese Medicine, Blessing BirdnestTM is pleased to introduce their
first bird’s nest products to be made in the United States. 

Bird’s nest soup has been enjoyed in Chinese cuisine for centuries because of its exquisite taste and
supposed health benefits. Blessing Birdsnest has simplified the cooking preparation process with the
creation of delicious bird nest drinks made and packaged in USA. Blessing Birdnest also sells high
quality, natural raw bird’s nest for those who wish to make their own traditional soup. 

Blessing Birdnest uses only the highest quality authentic swiftlet bird’s nest from Indonesia with no
additives or preservatives to ensure you enjoy the best of what bird’s nests have to offer. Each
beverage is made from the finest “super-grade” bird’s nest, selected for superior quality, high protein
content, long strands and overall wholesomeness. Considered food “fit for the emperor,” swiftlet bird’s
nest has been consumed and respected as effective Traditional Chinese Medicine in China for
centuries. Trusted to be rich in amino acids, proteins, carbohydrates, and minerals, bird’s nest has
been enjoyed for generations.

Maintaining a strong commitment to the environment, Blessing Birdnest harvests each bird’s nest only
after the eggs hatch and the baby birds mature, to ensure natural regeneration and a sustainable
environment for the birds, which provide such a treasured delicacy.

All Blessing Birdnest drinks are prepared using a unique; patent pending process that keeps their
physical properties intact, even after rigorous cooking process. Product safety is the top priority, and
their cooking process meets the FDA’s Regulatory Compliance requirements. Our own staff in
Indonesia does the hand cleaning operation in-house.

About Blessing BirdnestTM
In the 1980s as the family behind Blessing BirdnestTM was purchasing an old colonial compound in
Cepu, Central Java, Indonesia, they noticed a flock of birds flying overhead. It seemed that their
property became home to the swiftlet birds that produce the most precious edible bird’s nest, enjoyed
as a Chinese health food delicacy for hundreds of years. Feeling incredibly blessed that the swiftlets
had chosen to nest at their compound, they chose to name their company “Blessing Birdnest” out of
gratitude for this gift. 

Blessing Birdnest is proud to honor the tradition of swiftlet bird’s nest as a treasured health food by
preserving its natural purity in all of our products. None of Blessing Birdnest drinks or dry nests
contain any additives, preservatives, artificial coloring agents, or chemical enhancers, ensuring the
enjoyment of all the healthful properties consuming edible bird’s nest brings.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.blessingbirdnest.com
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